#0909 - In Concert…organists and their music are everywhere around us, as this program of live and lively performances…from Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ohio, North Carolina, Pennsylvania and Connecticut…demonstrates.

#0910 - March On!…from Gounod to Gershwin, we offer a collection of melodious, mobile music guaranteed to keep you on your toes.

#0911 - Surprise Bachs!…in recently discovered scores, unusual arrangements, or pieces forgotten in dark corners, the genius of Johann Sebastian Bach always delights (b. 3/21/1685).

#0912 - Organ Plus…the King of Instruments speaks clearly, whether in consort with a single additional instrument, or roaring in chorus with a full symphony orchestra.

#0913 - From Palms to Passiontide…musical portraits of the progressive pomp and impending peril that comprise the dramatic narration of Holy Week.